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RADIAL LIMITS OF «-SUBHARMONIC FUNCTIONS

IN THE POLYDISC

BY

W. C. NESTLERODE1 AND M. STOLL

Abstract. We prove a relation between a certain weighted radial limit of an

n-subharmonic function in the polydisc U" and the representing measure of its least

«-harmonic majorant. We apply this result to functions in N(U"), the Nevalinna

class of U". In particular, we obtain a necessary condition for a function to belong

to the component of the origin in N(U"). These results are extensions of the work of

J. H. Shapiro and A. L. Shields to n > 1.

1. Introduction. The results of the paper were motivated by the paper of J. H.

Shapiro and A. L. Shields [3] concerning functions in the Nevanlinna class A^. The

space A' consists of all function / analytic in the open unit disc satisfying

sup0<r<) /02"log+ \f(re'B)\ dB < oo. By the Canonical Factorization Theorem, every

function/ E N has a unique factorization

(1-1) / =5(sm/Uf

where B(z) is the Blaschke product with respect to the zeroes of f(z), F(z) is an

outer function, and S(z) are singular inner functions defined by

rt* e" + z
S (z) = exp - f * e—- du (i)

where the u7 are finite positive singular Borel measures on [ 0,2 w).

In their paper [3], the authors proved that tif EN, then for all /, 111= 1,

(1.2) TÍn1(l-r)log|/(r0|=2a/({í})

where oy = /i2 — u,. The key in proving this result was in showing that if B is a

Blaschke product, then

(1.3) Urn (1 -r)log|fi(rf)| = 0,        |f|=l.
r-l"

These results are then used to obtain information about topological properties of the

space N.

In this paper we consider analogues of the above for functions in the Nevanlinna

class in the polydisc U" in C". Unfortunately, there is no analogue of the factoriza-

tion (1.1) for functions of several variables. However, as is shown in this paper, by
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using the least «-harmonic majorant of log|/(z)| one can obtain generalizations of

( 1.2) and many of the other results in [3] to functions in the Nevanlinna class in the

polydisc. These results, however, are the consequence of more general results

concerning «-subharmonic functions in the polydisc.

The key result of this paper, given as a lemma in §3, is as follows: if F z — oo is

«-subharmonic in U" with F(z) *£ 0 and limr^, fT„F(rt)dXn(t) = 0, then

ÜnT      n(l-0)  F(/y,,...,r„O = 0
(r)-(l)\y=l /

for all t on the distinguished boundary T". For the case n = 1, this gives (1.3) since

log|5(z)| satisfies the hypothesis. The above result is then used to prove that if

/z — oo is «-subharmonic in U" with sup0<r<1 fT-f+ (rt) dXn(t) < oo, then

linT      \\(l-rJ))f(rxtx,...,rntn) = 2"of({t})
(r)-(I)\7=l /

where oy is the singular part of the representing measure of/.

In §4, the results of §3 are applied to obtain generalizations of the results in [3] to

functions in the Nevanlinna class N(U"). In particular, we obtain a necessary

condition that a function/in N(U") He in the component of the origin in N(U"). §2

of this paper contains the necessary background material and notation.

2. Notation and preliminary results. Let U denote the unit disc in C with boundary

T. For n > 1, U" denotes the unit polydisc in C" with distinguished boundary T",

that is, T" = {f E CB:|£,|= 1, 1 <i =£ «}. Also, we denote by X the normalized

Lebesgue measure on Fand by X„ the normalized Lebesgue measure on T".

A continuous real-valued function / on an open set in C" is n-harmonic if / is

harmonic in each variable zy separately, 1 <j < n. Also, a function / defined on an

open set ß in C" with — oo < / < oo is n-subharmonic if /is upper semicontinuous in

ñ and subharmonic in each variable separately.

For z E U, t E T, the Poisson kernel on U X F is given by

\t-z\2

Also, for z E U", t E T", the Poisson kernel on U" X T" is given by

P(z,t)= Ep(zj,tj).

If u is a finite (signed) Borel measure on T", its Poisson integral is the function

P,[dn]=( P(z,t)dn(t).

The function U(z) = Pz[dfi] is «-harmonic in U".

For any function/in U",fr(t) = f(rt) if 0 « r < 1 and / E T";f*(t) = limr_,,/r(0

for those t E F" at which the limit exists; for real/,/"1" = max{/, 0}.

The following lemma will be needed in the sequel.
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Lemma 2.1. Suppose/z — oo is n-subharmonic in U" with sup0<r<1 JTnfr+ dXn <

oo. Then there exists a finite Borel measure fi^on T" such that

(2.1) /(*)</ P(z, t)dnf(t)
JT"

and \if is minimal among the Borel measures on T" satisfying (2.1). Furthermore,

(2.2) lim f f(rt)<¡>(t) dXn(t) = f <p(i) diif{t)

for all <j> continuous on T". If

(2.3) dnf=hdXn + daf

is the Lebesgue decomposition of ¡if with h E V(Tn) and oy is singular, then h(t) —

limr^, Prt[dnj] a.e. on T". Finally, if the family {/+:0<r<l} is uniformly

integrable on T", then o, < 0 and

(2.4) f(z)<Pz[hdXn).

The proof of the lemma may be found in [2]. An analogous result for plurisub-

harmonic functions on more general domains also holds [4].

The function Pz[d¡j.f] in (2.1) is the least n-harmonic majorant of/. The measure \if

will be referred to as the representing measure of the least «-harmonic majorant of/.

From the above, if/satisfies the hypothesis of the lemma, then

(2.5) f+(z)<Pz[h+dXn + daf+}.

We will also need the following version of the maximum principle for «-

subharmonic functions.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose Dj, 1 </ < «, are bounded open connected subsets of C with

boundary Bj. Let D = X"=|/); and B = X"=| Bj. If f is n-subharmonic in D and

satisfies lim sup2_?/(z) < 0 for every fGrJ, then f(z) ^Ofor all z ED.

The proof is an immediate consequence of the maximum principle for sub-

harmonic functions and hence is omitted.

3. Radial limits of «-subharmonic functions. In this section we investigate radial

limits of «-subharmonic functions. The first result is a generalization of (1.3) to

«-subharmonic functions in U".

Lemma 3A.IfF(z)is n-subharmonic in i/"(Fz — oo) satisfying

(i) F(z) < Ofor all z E U", and

(n)limr_lfT„F(rt)d\n(t) = 0,

then for all t E T",

Um"      fi (\-rj))F(rxtx,...,r„t„) = 0,
(r)-(l) \y=i /

where (r) = (rx,...,rn), 0 < r; < 1.
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Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that t- = 1 for ally = 1,...,«.

Also, for convenience we give the proof only for « = 2 and indicate the modifica-

tions which need to be made for arbitrary «. Suppose that

ImT      (\-rx)(\-r2)F(rx,r2)<0.
C-,,r2)-.(l,l)

Then there exist constants A > 0 and R, 0 < R < 1, such that

(3.1) F(rx,r2)^-AP(rx,\)P{r2,\)

for all rx, r2 s= R. Let CR denote the semicircle in the upper half of the unit disc

passing through R and 1 with diameter 1 — R. By considering the image of this

semicircle under the conformai map w = (1 + z)/(l — z) it is clear that P(f, 1) =

(1 + R)/(\ - R) for all f E CR, ? ^ 1. Finally let DR denote the open subset of U

bounded by the semicircle CR and the line segment from R to 1.

We will show that for all (z,, z2) E DR X DR

(3.2)    F(zx,z2) < -AP(zx,\)P(z2,1) + ABP(zx, 1) + ABP(z2,1) + AB2

where/i = (l + R)/(\ - R).

Before proving inequality (3.2), we show how this is used to obtain that

lim f F(rt)dXn(t)< -Ab
r— I    't"

for some positive constant b, which is a contradiction. Fix a Stolz region S in U with

vertex at 1 and let 5+ denote the intersection of S with the upper half of the disc.

Then for r sufficiently close to \,S+ Fl{z||z|= r) C DR. Finally, let

(3.3)

Then (3.2) gives

Ir = {e'V* G S+ }

f2F(rt)d\2(t)<JF(rt)d\2(t)<-A  ¿/p(re'M)
* 'r L r

-L j'Pire«, 1) dB

dB

+ 2ABL + AB¿L

where \Ir\ denotes the length of Ir. A routine computation shows that |/f|~

(1 -r)tan(ß/2) and

hm -L/>(„,<», 1) dB = £-
r-,\  2irJf 2ir

where ß is the angle of the Stolz domain at the vertex 1. Hence

KrnfTF(rt)dX2(t)^-A(£)2.

To complete the proof of the lemma we need to establish inequality (3.2). For

e > 0, consider the 2-subharmonic function Ht given by
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(3.4)    //e(z„ z2) = F(zx, z2) + AP(zx, l)P(z2,1) - eAw{zx)P(z2,1)

-eAP(zx, \)w(z2) - ABP(zx,\) - ABP(z2,1) - AB2,

where for z = re'*, 0 < 6 < tt, and fixed 5, 0 < 8 < 1,

w (z) = Re -jir/4
1   +Z 1+Í 1  + Z

\+s

cos(l + 5)(^(z)-^).
1 -z|

Here <¡>(z) — arg((l + z)/(l — z)). For z in the upper half of the unit disc, 0 < <¡>(z)

< it/2. Thus

ii+Ä

(3.5) w(z)
1

1 P, zeöfi,

where p = cos(l + 8)(ir/4) which is positive. We now show that for all f = (f,, f2)

E 3DR X aDR

(3.6) lim//e(z)<0.

As the boundary of DR consists of the semicircle CR, the line segment TR = [R, 1)

and the point {1}, there are nine cases to be considered, which by symmetry can be

reduced to four cases. Note, i/E(f ) is defined on dDR X dDR for all f except when

fy = 1 for somey.

(i)(î„f2)ErRxrR.

Then by (3.1), F(f,, f2) + AP(ÇX, l)P(f2,1) < 0. Since all the remaining terms are

negative, //#„ £2) < 0.

(ii)ttx,!2)ECRXCR,Sj^\,j=\,2.

Then since P(¿v, 1) = (1 + R)/(\ - R) = B,

HX^,Q<AP^x,\)P(^2,l)-AB2 0.

(ni)(rI,r2)ecJ,xrJ,,r,*i.
Then

ö,(fi> ti) <AP(SU l)P(S2,1) - ABP(S2,1) = 0.

Similarly, if (f„ f2) E F« X CR, ?2 * 1, ffe(f„ f2) < 0.

(iv)f, = i,f2ecÄu rÄ
(we also permit the possibility that £2 = 1). Then for z E DRX DR

He(z) < AP(z2,l)[P(zx,l) - ew(zx)].

But for z, E F>R, by (3.5),

P(Z,,1)-£W(Z,)
1 +z,

1
1 — ep

1

1 -z,

and as z, -» 1, the term on the right becomes negative. Thus

ïmT      He(zx,z2)<0,
(z,,z2)-(l,í2)

and this holds for any f2 E DR U TR. A similar argument holds for £2 = 1, £, £C,

U TR. Therefore (3.6) holds for all f E 3Z)R X dDR and hence by the maximum
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principle for «-subharmonic functions (Lemma 2.2) Ht(z) *£ 0 for ail z E DRX DR.

Letting E^Owe obtain inequality (3.2).

For arbitrary «, a similar argument will show that for all z E DR,

(3.7) F(z)<-Al[P(zJ,\)+A       2       B-W ft P(zj,\).
7=1 SC{\.n] j<ES

As above, (3.7) is proved by considering the functions He(z), e > 0, defined by

H,(z) = F(z) +Al[ P(Zj, I)-eA]\ w(Zj) u P(zk, 1)
7=1 7=1 k¥=j

-A       2       B"-W ][P{zjt\).
Sc{l.n) jes

The remainder of the proof follows as above.

We now state and prove the main result of the paper.

Theorem 3.2. Letf(z) z — oo be n-subharmonic in U" satisfying

sup    f f+(rt)dXn(t)<cc.
0<r<l   JT"

Then for all tE T",

Um"      f[(l-rJ))f(rxtx,...,rntn) = 2"o/({t}),
(r)-(l)\y=l /

where as in Lemma 2.1, oy is the singular part of the representing measure Uy of the least

n-harmonic majorant of f.

Proof. Let H(z) = Pz[dn], where d¡x = hdXn + da with « E L\T"). We first

show that

(3.8) lim       fl (1-0-)U(r,r„...,rll/J = 2-a({r})
(r)-(l)\y=I /

for all t E T". By linearity it suffices to prove the result for u nonnegative.

Fix t E T". We first assume that o({t}) = 0. Let e > 0 be given. Then there exist

open intervals Ipj= 1,...,«, on the unit circle with tj E Ij such that

a(I)<e   and    fhdXn<e
Ji

where/= X"=,/y. Then

H{r¿x,...,rntn) = ¡\[P{rJtJtSJ)[hd\nÜ) + doÜJ\
J'j=i

+ /        ï[P(rjtjJj)dKn
JT"-IJ=i

<n (fr?)2«*/   iip(rjtj,Sj)d^n-
j=l\l-rj! JT"-Ij=i
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On T" - I, nj=1(l - rj)P(rjtj, $}) < 2". Also if f E T" - I, there exists k such that

$kET - Ik and thus

lim    nO-»/)*(yy.fy) = 0.
W-(I)J=,

Hence

lim       ][{\-rj)\H{rxtx.rntn)<2"+ie.

Since e > 0 was arbitrary, we obtain

(3.9) lim      nO-r^Wr,/,.V„) = 0.

If a({F)) = a > 0, we consider the measure v = u — eró1,, where ô, is point mass at

r. Letting V(z) = PJí/p] we have

ff(r)= F(z) + aP(z.r).

Since p > 0 and ?({'}) = °< by (3-9)-

/   " \
•¡m   n (i - o) r(r''>.rA) = o.

Thus since lim(r)^(1)IIy=1(l - ^)P(^, f,) = 2", (3.8) follows.

Let F(z) = /(z) — //(z). Then F is «-subharmonic, less than or equal to zero, and

by (2.2) satisfies lim,.^, fT„ F(rt) dXn(t) — 0. Therefore by Lemma 3.1 and (3.8) we

obtain that

Hm"   ( Íl(l-rJ))f(rxtx,...,rntn) = 2"o({t}),
(r)-(D\y=l /

thus proving the result.

An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2 is the following.

Corollary 1. /// z — oo is n-subharmonic in U" with sup0<r<1 jT»f+ (rt) dXn(t)

< oo, then the representing measure of the least harmonic majorant of fis continuous at

every tET" if and only if

Üm"      OO-*'..'.0 = 0
(')-(i)\y=i /

for all t E Tn.

Recall that a measure u is continuous at t E T" if n({t}) — 0.

For/«-subharmonic on T", 0 < r< 1, let

(3.10) Mj/;(r))=Mj/;r,,...,/•„)= sap f(rxtx,...,r„t„).
t<ET"

Then the following holds.
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Corollary 2. Suppose f z — oo is n-subharmonic with

sup   / r (rt) dX„(t) < n    and      Ihn"      ¿ 0 " »/) Wi.-.-.V.) = 0
0<r<l   •'T'" (r)-(l)\7=l /

for ail te. T".Then

(3.11) lim      U (\-rJ)\Mjf;rx,...,rn) = 0.
(r)-(l)\y=l /

Proof. Let A denote the limit superior in (3.11). Then there exist sequences

{rj(k)}?=\J = 1,...,«, such that

í ñ(l-W Wj/;^))-^.
• y=i

Let Ff(z) = Pz[d\i] be the least «-harmonic majorant of/, where /t by hypothesis is

continuous on T". By the maximum principle, for each (/}(Ar)), there exists a point

(tJ(k)) E T" such that

-^oo(/' ('}(*)-') = Arl(*)'l(*)>- • ■>rn(A)í«(¿))

<rñi,(fj<*)(«*).fy)*(f)-' y=i
Since T" is compact, by choosing subsequences if necessary, we may assume that

(*/(*)) converges to some t E F". Since ju is continuous at /, as in the proof of

Theorem 3.2,

lim (OO- rm)\j   ñ P{rmtKk),Sj)dM) = 0.
*-°o\y=i !jt"j=\

Thus

lim      ft (l-ry)  Mw(/;rJ)...,r„)<0.
(r)-(l) \y=i

However, since/(r,/,,... ,/■„?„) < MX(J; (/•)), we obtain equality.

For a Borel measure u on F", we denote by u. the projection of the measure /x.

onto they'th coordinate T, that is, if E C Fis a Borel set,

(3.12) **,(£) = m   Xr(
\ fc=l

where Tk= T for all A: ̂  ; and 7} = E. Also, if/is n-subharmonic, 0 < r < 1, we

define yf(w), w E U, by

(3.13) /?(")=/     /(/•íl,...,W,...,rí„)í/X„_1(í).

7 th coordinate

Then for each y = 1,...,«, and each r, 0 < r < 1, f{ is subharmonic in Í7. Further-

more, if 0 < r, < r2 < 1, then
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This follows from the fact that for fixed Zj, the function f -»/(£,,...,z,,...,f„) is

(« — l)-subharmonic in U"~l.

Theorem 3.3. Let /z — oo be n-subharmonic in U" satisfying

sup    [ f+{rt)dX„(t)<cc,
0<r<l  "V

a«¿ te /* fte /«e representing measure of the least n-harmonic majorant off. Then

(3.14) Im" (1 - r)yf(rt) = 2u,({í}),       IET.

Proof. Let 7F(z) = PJî/u], z E Í7". Also, for w E U, 0 < r < 1, set Fr(w) = //(w)

— H\w) where

ff>(w) = ff(0,...,w,...,0).
v-^-^

7 th coordinate

Then Fr(w) is subharmonic in U, Fr(w) *£ 0, and

jT/tfrt,) dX(f,) = /¿(rt,) dX(iy) - /F(0)

= ( f(rt)d\n(t)-p(T").
JT"

Thus by Lemma 2.1, limr_, jTFr{rtj) dX(tj) = 0.

We shall prove the following two statements.

(i) lim_^,(l - r)H\rtj) = 2u,({i,}), and

(ii)lim_1(l-r)Fr(ri7) = 0.

By definition of u7, jT<j>(tj)dnj(tj) = JTn^>(tj) d¡i(t), for any <> continuous on F.

Thus

HJ(w) = H(0,...,w,...,0)=f P(w,tj)dn(t)=Jp(w,tj)dßj(tj).

Hence by (3.8), for the case « = 1, hmr^,(l — r)Hj(rtj) = 2/i-({r/}), thus proving

(i). _

Suppose that hmr_,(l — r)Fr(rtj) < 0. Again, without loss of generality we may

assume tj = 1. Then there exist constants A > 0 and r0, 0 < r0 < 1, such that

Fr(r) < ~AP{r, 1),       r^r0.

Let e > 0 be given. Since ¡TFr{rt) dX(t) -» 0, we can choose Ä > r0 such that

-e<ÍFXrt)d\(t)
J rr

for all r > Ä. Since FÄ < Fr where r>R,we have

FR(r)< -^P(r,l)    for r>/?.

As in the proof of Lemma 3.1,

FR(z) < -AP(z,l) + AP(R,l)
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for all z E DR. Now for r > R,

-e < ÍFR(Rt) dX(t) < ÍFR(rt) dX(t) < f FR(rt) dX(t)
JT JT JIr

< -A ÎP(rt, 1) dX(t) + AP(R, l)X(/r),

where Ir is defined as in (3.3). Letting r -> 1 we obtain — e < —Aß/2"n where ß is

the angle of the Stolz domain at the vertex. But e can be chosen arbitrarily small.

This contradiction proves (ii). Thus

lTm (1 - r)fi(rt) = 2uy({i})     for all / E F.
r-l

4. Functions of bounded characteristic. In this section we apply the results of the

previous section to obtain some results on functions of bounded characteristic in U".

As in the case for one variable, the Nevanlinna class N(U") is the algebra of

functions/holomorphic in U" for which

sup    [  \og+\f{rt)\dXn(t)<oc.
0<r<l   JT"

Also, we consider the subspace N^(U") consisting of all functions / E N(U") for

which the family (log+ |/| : 0 < r < 1} is uniformly integrable on T". By Lemma

2.1, if / E N(U"), then there exists a minimal Borel measure u on T" such that

(4.1) \og\f(z)\ < P2[dfi]

with d¡x = log |/* | dXn + da, where a is singular with respect to X„ and f*(t) =

limr_, f(rt) a.e. on T". Functions in N^(U") are characterized by the condition that

a < 0 and that

lim /  log+|/(rt)|¿X„(0= f  log+|/*|¿X„.

For/ E N(U"), we define |[/]| by

(4.2) ||/||= lim/   log(l +|/(r/)|)rfX„(/).
r—1   JT"

As in the one variable case, by setting d(f, g) — \\f — g\\ one obtains a complete

translation invariant metric on N(U") which induces a topology stronger than that

of uniform convergence on compact sets. For/, g E N^(U"),

d(f,g)= (  log(l+|/*-g*|)¿X„
JT"

and (N*, J) is a complete topological vector space in which multiplication is

continuous [5].

Let/ E N(U"). For convenience, we will refer to the representing measure ju of the

least «-harmonic majorant of log | f\ as the boundary measure off. Also, if a denotes

the singular part of u, we denote by a+ and o~ the positive and negative variations

of a.
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Proposition 4.1. Letf E N(U"). Then

(4.3) ||/||=  (  \og(\+\f*\)dXn + a+(T")
JT"

and

(4.4) \im\\af\\=a+(T").
a — 0

The proof of Proposition 4.1 is the same as the proofs of the corresponding results

for the case n — 1 as given in [3], and hence is omitted.

An immediate consequence of (4.4) is that scalar multiplication is not continuous.

Also, as was mentioned in [3], every finite-dimensional linear subspace of N/N^ has

the discrete topology and, as a consequence, every finite-dimensional linear subspace

of N which intersects N^ only at the origin also has the discrete topology.

One immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2 is the following

Proposition 4.2. Let f E N(U") and let oy be the singular part of the boundary

measure off. Then

(4.5) Ihn"   ( ft (\ - rJ))\og\f(rxtx,...,rntn)\=2"af({t})
(r)-(l)\y=1 '

and

(4.6) Inn"   ( ft (l - rj))log+\f(rlti,...,r„tH)\=2"o,+({t}).
(r)-(i)\y=i /

In [3], the authors defined the following subadditive, continuous, "nonarchi-

median" functional X, on N(U), t E T, by

X,(/)= hîn~(l-r)log+|/(rO|.
r^\

By (4.6), X,(/) = 2oy+({r}). The functional X, was used to show that N(U) was

disconnected. In [3, Theorem 2.1], the authors showed that if X,(J) ¥= X,(g) for some

/, then/and g he in different components of N(U). In [1], J. W. Roberts showed that

the component of the origin in N(U) consists of all functions / for which X,(/) = 0

for all tET. This corresponds to the set of all functions/in N(U) for which a+ is

continuous on T.

Suppose/ E N(U"). As in [3], for t E T" we define X,(f) by

(4.7) X,(/)=   linT      n(l-0))log+l/O1'D--,VJ|-
(r)-(l)\y=l /

By (4.6), X,(f) = 2"a+({Fj), where o+ is the positive variation of the singular part of

the boundary measure of/. By (4.3) we have

(4-8) X,(/) < 21/11

for all / E T". Thus Xr is continuous.
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From the inequalities,

\og+(x+y) < log+x + log+y- + log2       (x, y > 0),

log+(x + y) < max{log+x,log+j) + log2,

it follows from (4.7) that X, is subadditive and

X,(/+g)<max{X,(/),X,(g)}-

Hence if X,(/)^X,(g),

Mg) = K(g + f-f) < max{Xr(/+ g), Xf(/)} < X,(g).

Therefore

(4.9) X((/+g) = max{Xr(/),X,(g)}.

This is referred to as the nonarchimedian property of X. As in [3] we obtain the

following

Proposition 4.3. ///, g E N(U") andX,(f) ^ X,(g)for some t E T", then fand g

lie in different components of N(U").

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [3]. For completeness

we include a sketch of the proof. Suppose Xr(g)<a<Xr(f). Since X, is continuous,

the set

V= (« EAr(i7"):X,(«)>a}

is open, contains/but not g. Furthermore, by the nonarchimedian property of X,

and the inequality 2"||«|| > X,(«), it follows that for every h0 E N(U") - V,

[h E #(£/"): ||A0-A||< a/2"} D V = 0 .

Thus V is closed.

If we let Cn(N) denote the component of the origin in N(U"), then as a

consequence of Proposition 4.3 we obtain the following

Corollary. Cn(N) C {/ E N(U")\X,(f) = 0 for all t E T"}.

For the case « = 1, the result due to J. W. Roberts [1] shows that/ E CX(N) if and

only if X,(J) = 0 for all t E T". At this time we have been unable to obtain a

characterization of Cn(N) for « > 1 and we suspect that the analogue of the case

« = 1 does not hold for n > 1.

We conclude this section with the following result concerning products of func-

tions in C„(Ar).

Proposition 4.4. /// E C„(N) and g E N*(U"), then fg E Cn(N).

Proof. Fix g E N^U") and consider the map $g: N(U") -* N(U") by <i>g(f)(z) =

/(z)g(z). We will show that <f>g is continuous. Suppose/ ->/in N(Un). Then from

(4.3) we obtain that both fTAog(l + \ff —f*\) dX„ and a^_f{T") converge to zero

as j -» oo. Here of_f denotes the positive variation of the singular part of the
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boundary measure of/ - /. Consider ||*g(¿) - <í»g(f)|| = ||<f>g(j- - /)||. By (4.3),

bÁfj-f)\\=fTM] +^*\ W -ñ) ¿K + o^-n (T-).

Since /r,log(l + |/* - /* |) dXn -» 0 and log(l + | g* |) is integrable, it follows that

hm   /  log(\+\g*\\f*-f*\)dX„ = 0.

Also, since log+1 g(/ — f) \< log+1 /— f \ + log+1 g | and since the representing mea-

sure of the least «-harmonic majorant of log+|g(z)| is absolutely continuous,

ag(f-/)^a/-f Therefore ogJ/_/)(F")^0 and thus <pg is continuous. But then

4>g(C„) is connected and contains zero. Hence ^>g(C„) C C„, proving the result.

Remark. In the case « = 1, if /, g E CX(N), then/g £ CX(N). This however is a

consequence of the characterization of CX(N) given in [1] and does not follow from

any continuity property. Even for fixed g E CX(N), g £ N^, the mapping /->/g is

no longer continuous. One is tempted to conjecture that Cn(N) is also closed under

products if « > 1. Unfortunately we have been unable to prove this.
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